P. SHARIFI AIAA JOURNAL has been incorporated into a production oriented threedimensional finite element code called NEPSAP. Applications of the code for the collapse analysis of a number of classical and production-type problems with composite construction were illustrated. An assumed displacement hybrid finite element procedure developed specifically for treating mixed-mode behavior of cracks was used to solve two-dimensional problems in fracture mechanics involving anisotropic, nonhomogeneous but linearly elastic materials. The procedure was then checked by analyzing problems with known solutions which include centrally cracked isotropic and orthotropic tension plates, single-edge-notched tension plate, oblique edgenotched tension plate, and tension plates with one-quarter circular crack and subjected to uniaxial or biaxial tension. Also a doubly edge-cracked orthotropic tension plate and an orthotropic three point bend specimen, for which theoretical solutions are not available, were analyzed.
I. Introduction
D URING the past decade fracture mechanics has been successfully used to analyze failed parts, 1 ' 2 certifying a structure for its intended use, 3 and correlating cyclic or sustained stress crack growth 4 of flaws. In applying fracture mechanics to practical problems, however, the analyst must know the stress intensity factor of a flawed structure as well as the stress intensity factors of laboratory specimens used to establish material characteristics such as the fracture toughness, cyclic crack growth rates, and sustained stress crack growth rates. Unfortunately, available solutions of stress intensity factors are limited to idealized flaws of simple geometries and loading conditions and Presented as Paper 74-390 at the AIAA/ASME/SAE 15th Structures, Structural Dynamics and Materials Conference, Las Vegas, Nevada, April [17] [18] [19] 1974 ; submitted April 12, 1974 ; revision received November 22, 1974 thus require considerable engineering judgment before they can be used to estimate stress intensity factors of complex flaws which exist in actual problems. It is also short of impossible to solve these practical problems by the elegant but laborious analytical procedures used by others. 5 For two-dimensional problems in fracture mechanics, the method of finite element analysis which is a well-developed and widely used numerical technique in structural analysis 6 can be used to determine the stress intensity factor for a single mode, 7 ~1
2 as well as mixed mode of crack-tip deformation. For such elastic analysis, the stress singularity at the crack tip requires that small elements be used in the vicinity of the crack tip if the nearfield stresses are to be accurately calculated.
To circumvent such refinement, crack opening displacements 7 ' 8 and more recently the strain energy release rate 9 ' 10 have been used to estimate stress intensity factors with relatively coarse finite element grids. Although the crack opening displacement (COD) approach enables one to determine the opening mode and sliding mode stress intensity factors, the numerical accuracy of this approach leaves much to be desired. On the other hand, the approach by elastic strain energy release rate provides better accuracy but the two modes of crack-tip deformation cannot be separated.
Other approaches in determining the stress intensity factors by the method of finite element analysis involve developing super elements with various embedded stress singularity.
Byskov 11 and Tracey 12 used elements with displacement fields which were incompatible with those of the adjacent elements. In each case, the accuracy of stress intensity factor determination increased. Pian et al. 13 improved substantially the efficiency of this method by using a hybrid stress model 14 which incorporates the stress intensity factor as an unknown in the final matrix equation. As a result, they practically eliminated the requirements of refined elemental breakdown for solving a class of fracture problems by the method of finite element analysis. The purpose of this paper is to present another approach, namely the hybrid displacement model, which has been used successfully by Tong 15 in plate problems and Atluri 16 in shell bending problems, in solving two-dimensional problems in fracture mechanics.
II. Theoretical Background
The theoretical basis of the assumed displacement hybrid model 15 ' 16 is a modified principle of minimum potential energy for which the functional to be varied is
( 1) where which is independently assumed. Since v t is the same for two adjacent elements on their common boundary, this equation thus enforces, a posteriori, the condition that u t of one element is equal to u t of its neighboring element at their common boundary. 3) The boundary tractions, T Li , which are treated as independent unknowns in the present problem coincide with the tractions ?E ijk i(u kt i + u ljk )Vj generated at dV m byu t .
Thus in constructing the finite element model one assumes: a) displacement field in the interior of each element that need not satisfy any criteria of compatibility at the interelement boundary; b) an independent displacement field at the boundary of each element that is inherently compatible with the boundary displacement of neighboring elements; and c) an independent set of boundary tractions. Other theoretical details of the formulation are given in Ref. 17 .
Briefly, the finite element program based on this procedure, for arbitrary loading and boundary conditions, uses four "singular" elements which surround the crack tip and "regular" elements which occupy the remaining region. The regular element incorporates an inherently compatible, quadratic boundary and quadratic interior displacement field and a quadratic set of Lagrange multiplier boundary tractions. The singular element incorporates a displacement field of (r) 1/2 type with the two modes of stress intensity factors, KI and X n as unknowns, as well as boundary displacements and Lagrangian multiplier boundary tractions with the correct built-in singular behavior. Displacement compatibility between such "singular" elements and "regular" elements is also maintained. Isoparametric transformations are used to derive the stiffness matrix of quadrilateral elements whose boundaries are curved and thus the developed procedure is also suitable for analyzing the mixed-mode behavior of curved cracks in a plate composed of anisotropic, nonhomogeneous, but linearly elastic material. In the following, computational details which are important for successful computer runs but which do not add materially to the theoretical background are described.
A. Boundary Displacement for the Singular Element
As described in Ref. 17 , the interelement boundary displacements of the regular elements were assumed to be a quadratic polynomial of an as 2 + bs + c where s is the distance measured along the generally curved element boundary shown in Fig. la . a, b, and c are unique coefficients determined by the nodal displacements at the 3 nodes, say A, B, and C, in Fig. la . The latter assures interelement displacement compatibility since these nodes are common for elements that share the common boundary.
For the singular elements, however, the boundary displacements were assumed to be ar + b (r) ll2 + c where r is the radial distance from the crack tip as shown in Fig. Ib . The choice of this displacement function was obviously influenced by the known elastic distribution of the displacement near the crack tip. 18 This displacement distribution, when used along the two interelement boundaries not sharing the crack tip, such as CDE and EFG in Fig. Ib , resulted in as much as 15% discrepancies between the fitted and the correct displacement distributions in the vicinity of the crack tip. These differences are illustrated in Fig. 2 . Hindsight dictates that while the fitted displacements should agree exactly with the correct displacement distribution, such agreement could not generally be expected in a fitted displacement distribution which cannot vary with the angular orientation of 9. In fact the quadratic displacement function of as 2 + bs+c was found to fit better with the correct displacements along the two sides of CDE and EFG of the singular element in Fig. Ib , and thus this displacement function was used for these two sides.
B. Boundary Traction for the Singular Element
The boundary traction T Li in this assumed displacement hybrid finite element method is mathematically a Lagrangian multiplier. As such one can assume any convenient form for T Li . For better numerical accuracy, however, the assumed T Li should match the traction force derived from the distribution of interior displacement HI of the element of T Li = $E iJkl (u ktl + u ljt ) -where E ijki is elastic-compliance tensor and (2) , is the direction of cosines of the surface normal to the boundary. Since the assumed interior displacement for the singular element contains an (r) singularity. Thus for accurate matching of the left and right-hand sides of Eq. (2), this l/(r) 1/2 singularity must be incorporated into the assumed boundary traction T Li . Numerical experimentation verified that indeed the stress intensity factor can be more accurately determined when the surface traction, T Li , for this singular element contains the correct singularity of l/(r) 1/2 . To incorporate the proper singularity terms into these boundary tractions for arbitrary-shaped elements with curved boundaries, first some stress functions were assumed in the interior of the element. These stress functions contained the proper singular terms, and satisfied the homogeneous equilibrium equations. The assumptions for Lagrangian multiplier boundary tractions, necessary in this formulation, were then assumed to correspond with the boundary traction field generated by the stresses derived from the previous stress functions. It has also been demonstrated in the present work that by properly assuming the singular boundary traction field in the singular elements and satisfying the stress-free conditions, the numerical accuracy of the stress-intensity factor determination increased by 20-30%.
Since the boundary tractions T Li are assumed independently in this assumed displacement hybrid finite element approach, the stress-free boundary conditions on the crack surface can be easily imposed on the appropriate singular as well as regular elements which adjoin the crack surface. This is in contrast to the assumed stress hybrid model (in which equilibrating stresses in the interior and compatible displacements on the boundary of the element are assumed), wherein the coefficients of the stress field in the interior of the element must be so constrained, a priori, such that they result in zero tractions at the boundary. § Such a procedure is, in general, very difficult to impose on elements with arbitrary shaped boundaries.
C. Singular Stress Field
As shown by Eq. (1), an area integral involving the strain energy density must be evaluated in order to construct the element "stiffness" equations. For a "singular" element, wherein the assumed displacement field involves a combination of regular polynomial type and (r) 1/2 type of behavior, it can be seen that this strain energy density involves tensor inner products of the following three types: a) product of the regular polynomial tensors; b) product of singular tensors of l/(r) 1/2 type; and c) product of regular and singular tensors. Evaluation of area integrals involving types a and c of these integrals is carried out in the present computer program by transforming them to line integrals along the element boundaries by using the divergence theorem following Ref. 13 . The known distribution of singular stress tensor, which is equilibrated, was used to eliminate the direct numerical determination of such stresses from the assumed (r) 1/2 type displacement fields. Numerical experimentation showed that this indirect procedure of using known distribution of singular stresses yielded results identical within at least 5-6 digits of the indirect procedure but saved some computational time.
Also wherever numerical integration of terms involving l/(r) 1/2 was involved, these terms were transformed by t where r =. t 2 thus reducing the line integration along the transformed element to ordinary Gaussian integration with limits from -1 to -hi.
D. Optimum Size of Singular Element
The question regarding convergence of the finite element solution for smaller singular elements was discussed qualitatively in Ref. 17 . In this paper, it was concluded that an optimum singular element size existed for the finite element procedure which intermixed regular and singular elements used in this investigation. The validity of such conclusion was indicated in some preliminary results involving a centrally cracked tension plate. 17 This particular numerical experimentation was carried out further and these results are described in the following.
The test case involved the well-analyzed centrally cracked tension plate 20 shown in the legend of Fig. 3 . The nominal value of stress intensity for this problem is ^ = 3.058. A quadrant of this tension plate with different sizes of singular element but with fixed number of 24 elements; i.e., 22 regular elements and 2 singular elements, was analyzed. The singular elements were square in all computations. Since the accuracy of stress intensity factor determination is governed by both the sizes of singular and regular elements, attempts were made to systematize the variations in regular elements such that these variations would not impose undue irregular fluctuation^ in the stress intensity factors. The 4 and 6 regular elements sharing the same row and column respectively with the 2/singular elements, obviously, had to be changed together with the change in size of the 2 singular elements. The remaining regular elements in 1 set of numerical experimentations were left unchanged except for the obvious adjustment in the regular elements adjoining the row and 2 columns of regular elements previously described. In another set of numerical experimentation, the relative sizes of the remaining regular elements were maintained; the singular elements varied in size. Figure 3 shows changes in computed stress intensity factors as the size of singular elements is changed. For this particular problem, an optimum size of the singular element is about ^ of the half crack size when the proportional dimensions of the remaining regular elements are maintained. When much of the original dimensions of the remaining regular elements are maintained, the error in stress intensity factor determination oscillated drastically with the optimum size of the singular element being about 0.35 of the half crack length. It should be noted that other sources of numerical errors, such as the well known numerical instability due to use of oblong quadrilateral elements, could not be eliminated in searching for an optimum size of singular element. The results, thus obtained are valid only for the particular problem and particular element breakdown shown in Fig. 3 . Optimum sizes for singular element will vary with the problem and can only be estimated through some form of numerical experimentation at this time. This example illustrates the sensitivity of this numerical analysis to the choice of the sizes of singular and regular elements. It also shows that the prudent rule of thumb of ^ the half crack length for singular element size established through experience, will in general yield reasonable results in stress intensity factors provided the regular elements are also appropriately spaced.
III. Results
The finite element procedure based on the assumed displacement hybrid model was checked out by analyzing problems with known solutions which include centrally cracked tension plates with different element breakdowns, single-edge-notched tension plate, oblique edge-notched tension plate, and tension plates with one-quarter circular crack under biaxial or uniaxial tension. These results are tabulated in Table 1 with the percentage error in the computed stress intensity factors X, and K tt . Some of these problems, listed in Table 1 , have not hitherto been solved by finite element methods.
Detailed discussions on the results of centrally cracked tension plate, edge-cracked tension plate and quarter-circular crack in a tension plate appeared in Ref. 17 and will not be repeated here. At the risk of being repetitious, however, the authors wish to point out again the large discrepancy in the computed stress intensity factors, particularly in K n , and referenced K tt for the one-quarter circular crack in a uniaxially loaded tension plate. The K u value computed for the same plate in biaxial tension agreed well with the referenced theoretical result, 18 indicating possible error in the corresponding theoretical result for the uniaxial tension case in Ref. 18 . The correct stress intensity factor was later derived and reported in Ref. 17 . Figure 4 shows the finite element model, 42 elements and 159 nodes, used for determining mixed-mode stress intensity factors for an oblique edge-notched tension plate. The geometry of the problem precluded further reduction in the number of elements used in this analysis. The 2 stress intensity factors, Kâ nd K n , were obtained by using this relatively coarse nodal breakdown. The two stress intensity factors, KI and X n , were within 1.5% of the values reported by Bowie.
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The developed procedure was then used to analyze a centrally cracked orthotropic tension plate and compared with the analytical solution by Bowie and Freese. 22 The quadrant composed of 24 elements and 93 nodal breakdowns shown in the legend of Fig. 3 was also used for this study. Principal directions of the orthotropic material were aligned in the 2 lines of symmetry and therefore only 1 quadrant of the plate was considered in this analysis. The material properties being considered are: shear modulus // = 10 6 psi; Poisson ratio v = 3-; and ratio of modulus of elasticity, E x /E y = 0.3, 0.7, 1.0, 1.5, and 4.5. Figure 5 shows the computed variations in stress intensity factors with variations in the ratio of modulus of elasticity. An excellent agreement between the results of finite element analysis and that of Bowie and Freese is noted. The legend in Fig. 6 shows element and nodal breakdown of two orthotropic double-edge-cracked tension specimens with aspect ratios of 4 and 1. The material properties were held constant in this case and the crack depth was varied from 0.2-0.8 of half specimen width. Figure 6 shows the variation in stress intensity factor with variation in crack depth for 2 orientations of the principal directions of orthotropic material properties. Noticeable differences in the stress intensity factor with difference in aspect ratios are noted for the material which is very rigid in longitudinal direction. Also noted is the stress intensity factors for shorter crack length which are significantly lower than the theoretical values of 1.12 for isotropic double-edge-notched tension plate with short cracks.
The legend in Fig. 7 shows element and nodal breakdowns of a three-point bend specimen composed of orthotropic materials. Again the material properties were held constant and the stress intensity factors were computed for crack depth from 0.4-0.8 of specimen width for 2 orientations of principal directions of the material properties. Figure 7 also shows a comparison of the computed stress intensity factor and that by Srawley et al. 23 for an isotropic material. 
Conclusion
The utility of the assumed displacement hybrid finite element procedure in determining the stress intensity factor in twodimensional problems in fracture mechanics has been demonstrated. The existence of an optimum size of singular element was shown by numerical experimentation. Stress intensity factors for orthotropic double-edge-cracked tension specimen and threepoint bend specimen were obtained for the first time.
